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Anatomy
The queen bee stores sperm in her spermatheca because of this she is able to lay 
millions of legs throughout her lifetime and during active season a queen can lay 
up to 2,000 eggs each day

The queen bees sting is different to workers it is smoother and she can sting 
someone or something multiple times and survive and she also use her stinger to 
position eggs and to fight with other queens

The queen releases pheromones that she use to control the worker bees and it is 
one of the most important because it affects the bees maintenance, swarming, 
and behavior. 



Life
● The workers bees chose very young larva and feed them royal jelly, a 

nutritious jelly that makes the larva start to grow ovaries to lay the eggs, when 
the queen is dead or weakening

● Takes sixteen days for the Queen to emerge from her capped cell
● New queen will find and kill any other larva that was going to be a queen
● Has several mating flights within the first few days of becoming queen with 

the drones, after this she will never leave the hive again. (Unless the hive gets 
swarmed)

● Queen only ever lays eggs
● Lays eggs during warm months



How to identify queen
● Look for the largest bee because the queen will always be the biggest
● Check for a pointed abdomen
● Look for a bee standing with splayed legs 
● Look for a stinger without barbs
● Look for the larva because the queen will possibly be nearby
● The queen will be deep in the hive instead of near the edge of the hive
● Look for unusual activity including bees clustering together or larvae were you 

usually don't see them the queen could be nearby
● Look for bees moving out the way becasue workers and drones move out the 

way when the queen is on the move
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